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Abstract
We extend results presented in Gustafon and Hagler (J. Comput. Appl. Math. 105 (1999) 317–326); Hagler (Ph.D.
Thesis, University of Colorado, 1997; J. Comput. Appl. Math. 104 (1999) 163–171; Hagler et al. (Lecture Notes in Pure
and Applied Mathematics Series, Vol. 1999, Marcel Dekker, New York, 1998, pp. 187–208) by giving a construction of
systems of orthogonal rational functions from systems of orthogonal polynomials and explicating the (2dn)-point d-fold
Hermite–Gauss quadrature formula of parameters ; ¿ 0:∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)e−[v
[d](; )(x)]2 dx =
2dn∑
k=1
f(h(;)d;n; k)H
(;)
d;n; k + E
(;)
d;n [f(x)];
where v[d](;)(x) is the d-fold composition of v(;)(x) = (1=)(x − =x) and where the abscissas h(;)d;n; k and weights H (;)d;n; k
are given recursively in terms of the abscissas and weights associated with the classical Hermite–Gauss quadrature. Error
analysis, tables of numerical values for nodes, and examples and comparisons are included. c© 2001 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V.
MSC: primary 65D32; secondary 26C15
Keywords: Quadrature; Orthogonal rational functions
1. Introduction
Orthogonal rational functions and related subjects today are active areas of investigation for
researchers around the world, yielding theoretical and applicable results spanning a gamut of interests.
Included among these are various techniques and methods of numerical integration. [1,2,4,8,9,11,15]
are examples. In this paper, the transformation taking systems of orthogonal polynomials to systems
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Fig. 1. Illustration of basic features of the doubling transformation v(;)(x) and v(;)j (x), for typical values of  and .
of orthogonal Laurent polynomials given in [10,12] is shown to apply in a more general context of
certain function spaces, leading to a recursion for constructing hierarchies of rational function inner
product spaces. Consequently, Gaussian quadrature rules of a new kind are obtained, ones in which
the number of nodes are doubled and redoubled and the abscissas and weights themselves are given
by simple recursive formulas, extending the results in [9,11].
Our work here has grown out of continued fraction approaches to the study of moment problems.
For a concise chronicle of this lineage, we recommend [14]. However, the most direct route to our
goals here is through orthogonal rational functions proper, and we restrict our exposition accordingly.
Neither have we attempted to frame our work in the more general contexts of linear functionals or
Lebesgue measures, as some authors have, although the principles on which our work here is based
are clearly amenable. To the contrary, we anticipate the application of our theoretical constructs
(Sections 2 and 3) in the context of classical orthogonal polynomials, orthogonal with respect to
nonnegative, continuous weight functions on the real line, and the Hermite case (Sections 4 and 5),
in particular.
2. Recursive transformation
The doubling transformation of parameters ; ¿ 0 we denote here by (Fig. 1)
v(; )(x):=
1

(
x − 
x
)
: (2.1)
Its inverses are
v(; )j (y):=

2

y + j
√
y2 +
4
2

 ; j =±1: (2.2)
In anticipation of theoretical recursive building of rational function innerproduct spaces and of
eventual actual implementation, we present the following theorem, with little condensation.
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Theorem 2.1 (Recursive transformation). Let m be an integer and Nm be a positive integer. Let
(; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1 be a sequence of pairs of positive real numbers; and let v(m+1 ; m+1)(x) and
v(m+1 ; m+1)±1 (y) be given by (2:1) and (2:2); respectively. Suppose
(i) I (; )m :=
⋃Nm
i=1(a
(; )
m; i ; b
(; )
m; i ) is the union of disjoint intervals (a
(; )
m; i ; b
(; )
m; i );
i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; Nm;
(ii) F (; )m is a real vector space of real; continuous functions on I
(; )
m ;
(iii) w(; )m (x) is a nonnegative real; continuous function on I
(; )
m such that
(f; g)(; )m :=
∫
I (;)m
f(x)g(x)w(; )m (x) dx is an innerproduct on F
(; )
m ;
(iv) F (; )m :={f(; )m;n (x)}∞n=0 is an ordered orthogonal basis for F (; )m
under (·; ·)(; )m .
Set
Nm+1:=2Nm; (2.3a)
a(; )m+1; i:=v
(m+1 ; m+1)
−1 (a
(; )
m; i ); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; Nm; (2.3b)
a(; )m+1;Nm+i:=v
(m+1 ; m+1)
1 (a
(; )
m; i ); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; Nm; (2.3c)
b(; )m+1; i:=v
(m+1 ; m+1)
−1 (b
(; )
m; i ); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; Nm; (2.3d)
b(; )m+1;Nm+i:=v
(m+1 ; m+1)
1 (b
(; )
m; i ); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; Nm; (2.3e)
f(; )m+1;2k(x):=
k
m+1f
(; )
m;k (v
(m+1 ; m+1)(x)); k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (2.3f)
f(; )m+1;2k+1(x):=(−m+1=m+1)k(1=x)f(; )m;k (v(m+1 ; m+1)(x)); k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (2.3g)
F (; )m+1 :={f(; )m+1; n(x)}∞n=0 (2.3h)
F (; )m+1 :=the real linear span of F
(; )
m+1 (2.3i)
w(; )m+1 (x):=w
(; )
m v
(vm+1 ; m+1)(x)): (2.3j)
Then; with reference to Eqs. (2:3);
(I) I (; )m+1 :=
⋃Nm+1
i=1 (a
(; )
m+1; i ; b
(; )
m+1; i) is the union of disjoint intervals
(a(; )m+1; i ; b
(; )
m+1; i); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; Nm+1;
(II) F (; )m+1 is a real vector space of real; continuous functions on I
(; )
m+1 ;
(III) w(; )m+1 (x) is a nonnegative real; continuous function on I
(; )
m+1 such that
(f; g)(; )m+1:=
∫
I (;)m+1
f(x)g(x)w(; )m+1 (x) dx is an innerproduct on F
(; )
m+1 ;
(IV) F (; )m+1 :={f(; )m+1; n(x)}∞n=0 is an ordered orthogonal basis for F (; )m+1
under (·; ·)(; )m+1.
Proof. Parts I and II and the fact that w(; )m+1 (x) is a nonnegative real, continuous function on I
(; )
m+1
follow easily from (2:3) and the monotonicity and continuity of v(m+1 ; m+1)(x) and v(m+1 ; m+1)j (x).
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Part IV and the fact that (·; ·)(; )m+1 is an innerproduct on F (; )m+1 follow from the fact that F (; )m is
an ordered orthogonal basis for F (; )m under (·; ·)(; )m and that, for j and k any nonnegative integers,
(f(; )m+1;2j; f
(; )
m+1;2k)
(; )
m+1 = 
j+k+1
m+1 (f
(; )
m;j ; f
(; )
m;k )
(; )
m ; (2.4a)
(f(; )m+1;2j+1; f
(; )
m+1;2k+1)
(; )
m+1 = (m+1=m+1)
j+k+1(f(; )m;j ; f
(; )
m;k )
(; )
m ; (2.4b)
(f(; )m+1;2j+1; f
(; )
m+1;2k)
(; )
m+1 = 0: (2.4c)
The proofs of Eqs. (2:4) follow with only a change of notation the proof of Theorem 2.2.8 in [19],
also recounted in [12].
As a consequence of the Recursive Transformation Theorem, given a sequence (; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1
of pairs of positive parameters and an innerproduct space F (; )0 as in the theorem, one can recursively
construct a sequence of innerproduct spaces {F (; )d }∞d=0. We call the space F (; )d the d-fold doubling
of F (; )0 with respect to (; ). We also use this terminology for I
(; )
d ; F
(; )
d , w
(; )
d and (·; ·)(; )d .
For example, we refer to F (; )d as the d-fold doubling of F
(; )
0 . Technically, F
(; )
d will never be
contained as a set in F (; )d+1 since the domains of deJnition, I
(; )
d and I
(; )
d+1 , of the functions will
necessarily diKer. Even if we consider continuous extensions of all the functions involved, we still
will have F (; )d ⊂F (; )d+1 , except in special cases, one of which is the focus of study below.
The theory of orthogonal polynomials sequences (OPSs) is a relatively rich one, and the theories
of orthogonal Laurent polynomial sequences (OLPSs) and, still more generally, orthogonal rational
function sequences (ORFSs) are currently experiencing a period of rapid growth. For introductions
to these subjects, we suggest [5,20] for OPSs, [6,16] for OLPSs and [3] for ORFSs. Recent studies in
addition to [10,12] have examined OLPSs generated from OPSs via transformations. For example,
in [7], the doubling transformation (2.1) is used to develop the strong Chebyshev OLPS, and in
[17,18], a closely related transformation of the form u(x)=1=(
√
x−=√x) is used to generate strong
moment distribution functions from symmetric moment distribution functions. With the Recursive
Transformation Theorem and the work done in [9–12], we now, in the present paper, show how
OPSs can be used to construct not only OLPSs, but ORFSs and, ultimately, associated Gaussian
quadrature rules.
3. ORFS constructions and d -fold Gauss quadrature
We restrict our attention here to continuous, nonnegative weight functions w(x) on unions of
disjoint intervals I :=
⋃N
i=1(ai; bi)⊆R which give innerproducts,
(f; g):=
∫
I
f(x)g(x)w(x) dx;
on inJnite dimensional subspaces P of the space of real rational functions, where P has an ordered
orthogonal basis P:={Pn(x)}∞n=0, orthogonal with respect to (·; ·). P is called an orthogonal rational
functions sequence (ORFS) with respect to (·; ·) on P. If P is the space of real polynomials and the
ORFS P is ordered by polynomial degree, P is called an orthogonal polynomial sequence (OPS).
If P is the space of real Laurent polynomials with ordered basis {1; x−1; x; x−2; x2; x−3; x3; : : :},
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implying the term L-degree, and the ORFS P is ordered by L-degree, P is called an orthogonal
Laurent polynomial sequence (OLPS).
Let (; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1 be a sequence of pairs of positive real numbers, and assume w(; )0 (x) is a
continuous, nonnegative weight function on an interval I (; )0 :=(a
(; )
0;1 ; b
(; )
0;1 ); −∞6a(; )0;1 ¡b(; )0;1 6∞,
giving an innerproduct,
(f; g)(; )0 :=
∫ b(;)0;1
a(;)0;1
f(x)g(x)w(; )0 (x) dx; (3.1)
on the space of real polynomials, which we designate by P(; )0 . We let P
(; )
0 :={P(; )0; n (x)}∞n=0 denote
the OPS of monic polynomials. For Jxed-positive integer n,
P(; )0; n (x) =
n∏
k=1
(x − x(; )0; n; k); (3.2)
for distinct real zeros x(; )0; n;1; x
(; )
0; n;2; x
(; )
0; n;3; : : : ; x
(; )
0; n; n. For functions f(x) where the integral exists,
Gaussian quadrature, as in [13] for example, then gives unique positive real numbers w(; )0; n;1; w
(; )
0; n;2;
w(; )0; n;3; : : : ; w
(; )
0; n; n such that∫ b(;)0;1
a(;)0;1
f(x)w(; )0 (x) dx =
n∑
k=1
f(x(; )0; n; k)w
(; )
0; n; k + E
(; )
0; n [f(x)]; (3.3a)
where E(; )0; n (x
m) = 0, for m= 0; 1; : : : ; 2n− 1, or, more generally,
E(; )0; n [f(x)] =
f(2n)(%)
(2n)!
(P(; )0; n ; P
(; )
0; n )
(; )
0 (3.3b)
for f(x) having a continuous (2n)-th derivative and some % ∈ (a(; )0;1 ; b(; )0;1 ).
Applying the Recursive Transformation Theorem, we obtain a sequence {P(; )d }∞d=0 of function
spaces. To begin to describe the spaces P(; )d , let
s(; )d;0 :=−∞; d= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (3.4a)
s(; )0;1 :=∞ (3.4b)
and deJne recursively, for d= 1; 2; 3; : : : ,
s(; )d; j :=v
(d; d)
−1 (s
(; )
d−1; j); j = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1; (3.4c)
s(; )d; j :=v
(d; d)
1 (s
(; )
d−1; j−2d−1); j = 2
d−1 + 1; 2d−1 + 2; : : : ; 2d: (3.4d)
Form the Jnite sequences, for d= 0; 1; 2; : : : ,
S (; )d :={s(; )d; j }2
d
j=1: (3.4e)
Table 1 shows the sequences S (; )d for the Jrst few nonnegative integers d. It follows by induction,
using monotonicity of v(; )±1 (y) and the fact that v
(; )
−1 (y) = v
(; )
1 (−y), that S (; )d \ {∞} is monotone
increasing and symmetric about the origin.
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Table 1
The sequence S(;)d , deJned in (3:4), of poles of the functions of P
(;)
d , for d= 0; 1; 2; 3
d S(;)d
0 {∞}
1 {0; ∞}
2 {−√2; 0; √2; ∞}
3 { 32 (−
√
2 −
√
2 +
43
2
3
); −√3; 32 (
√
2 −
√
2 +
43
2
3
); 0;
3
2 (−
√
2 +
√
2 +
43
2
3
);
√
3;
3
2 (
√
2 +
√
2 +
43
2
3
); ∞}
Next, form the sets, for k = 1; 2; 3; : : : ;
B(; )0; k :={xk} (3.5a)
and, for d= 1; 2; 3; : : : ;
B(; )d;k :=
{
1
(x − s(; )d;1 )k
;
1
(x − s(; )d;2 )k
;
1
(x − s(; )d;3 )k
; : : : ;
1
(x − s(; )d;2d−1)k
; xk
}
(3.5b)
and Jnally, for d= 0; 1; 2; : : :, set
BN (; )d :={1} ∪
N⋃
k=1
B(; )d;k (3.5c)
and
B(; )d :={1} ∪
∞⋃
k=1
B(; )d;k : (3.5d)
B(; )d is a linearly independent set of rational functions with the set of poles S
(; )
d . B
(; )
d forms a
basis for a real vector space of rational functions. For example, B(; )0 = {1; x; x2; x3; : : :} is a basis
for P(; )0 , the space of real polynomials. By the work in [10,12], P
(; )
1 is the space of real Laurent
polynomials, and hence has basis B(; )1 = {1; 1=x; x; 1=x2; x2; 1=x3; x3; : : :}. In general, we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let (; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1 be a sequence of pairs of positive real numbers; and let d
be any nonnegative integer. B(; )d given in (3:5) is a basis for P
(; )
d ; the d-fold doubling of the
space P(; )0 of real polynomials; given by Theorem 2:1. Hence; S
(; )
d given in (3:4) is the set of
poles of the rational functions of P(; )d .
Remark 3.2. We suppress the explicit notational reference to the dependence on the sequence of
parameters (; ) at times, hereafter, when the relief from notation is deemed desirable for exposi-
tional purposes and there is little loss of clarity.
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Proof (By induction on d): Considering the previous paragraph, it remains to show, for d¿2, that
if Pd−1 has basis Bd−1, then Pd has basis Bd. Bd is a linearly independent set. Denote the real vector
space for which Bd is a basis by Bd. We endeavor to show Bd =Pd, which means Pd has basis Bd.
(Pd⊂Bd) It is enough to show that any Pd;n(x) in Pd is a Jnite linear combination of the rational
functions in Bd, since Pd has basis Pd:={Pd;n(x)}∞n=1 given by the Recursive Transformation Theorem.
By (2.3f) and(2.3g), Pd;n(x)= cx−iPd−1;m(v(d; d)(x)), for a nonzero constant c and for i=0 or 1 and
n=2m+i. Since Bd−1 is a basis for Pd−1 and Pd−1;m ∈ Pd−1, Pd−1;m(x)=c1;0+∑j; k cj; k =(x−sd−1; j)k+∑
k c2d+1; kx
k , for some Jnite number of positive integer values of the sum indices j; k and constants
cj; k and for constants sd−1; j given by (3:4). Hence, it suNces to show that x−i=[v(d; d)(x) − sd−1; j]k
and x−i[v(d; d)(x)]k are in the real Jnite linear span of Bd, since Pd;n(x) = cx−iPd−1;m(v(d; d)(x)).
Using the deJnitions (2.1) for v(d; d)(x) and (3:4) for sd; j, this Jnal task is, in large part, an exercise
in partial fraction decomposition, and it is omitted.
(Bd⊂Pd) A strategy that succeeds here is to show by induction, for each n= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; that the
set Bnd:={1} ∪
⋃n
k=1 Bd;k is contained in Pd. Then Bd⊂Pd follows since Bd =
⋃∞
n=1 B
n
d and Bd is a
basis for Bd.
B0d:={1}= {Pd;0(x)}, hence B0d⊂Pd. Now, suppose Bn0−1d ⊂Pd, n0¿1.
Consideration of (2.3f) shows that Pd;2d(n0−1)(x) is in the span of B
n0−1
d with the coeNcient of
1=x(n0−1) nonzero. Hence, Pd;2d(n0−1)+1(x) = c(1=x)Pd;2d(n0−1)(x), where c is a nonzero constant, is in
the span of Bn0−1d ∪ {1=xn0} with the coeNcient of 1=xn0 nonzero. Since Bn0−1d ⊂Pd, we then have
1=xn0 ∈ Pd.
If d¿2, then, for each successive i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; d − 1, consider Pd;k(x), for all k such that
2d(n0−1)+2i6k62d(n0−1)+2i+1−1. For all positive integers l, set rl;1:=0 and rl;2n+m=v(l; l)2m−1 (rl−1; n)
for n=1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2l−1−1 and m=0; 1. Note that {rd; j}2d−1j=1 =Sd\{∞}, as sets. For each of the 2i values
of k, Pd;k(x) is in the span of B
n0−1
d ∪{1=(x− rd; j)n0}2
i+1−1
j=1 with all of the coeNcients of 1=(x− rd; j)n0
nonzero, for j=2i ; 2i +1; 2i +2; : : : ; 2i+1− 1. Since Bn0−1d ∪ {1=(x− rd; j)n0}2
i−1
j=1 ⊂Pd and {Pd;k(x)} is
linearly independent, we see that {1=(x − rd; j)n0}2i+1−1j=2j ⊂Pd. We conclude that Bn0d \ {xn0}⊂Pd.
Finally, since it can be seen from (2.3f) that Pd;2dn0 (x) is in the span of B
n0
d with the coeNcient
of xn0 nonzero, we see that xn0 ∈ Pd. Thus, Bn0d ⊂Pd.
In the cases d=0; 1, if we consider Bd as an ordered set, with ordering as implied in the deJnition
(3:5); then Pd is obtained by applying the Gram–Schmidt process to Bd, using (·; ·)d provided by the
Recursive Transformation Theorem. However, a close reading of the argument that Bd⊂Pd in the
previous proof reveals that this is not true for d= 2; 3; 4; : : : : Next, we collect some additional facts
pertaining to the structure of the ordered orthogonal basis Pd of Pd before turning our attention to
related quadrature rules.
Theorem 3.3 (d-fold doubling of orthogonal polynomial sequences). Let (; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1 be a
sequence of pairs of positive real numbers; and let d be any positive integer. Suppose P(; )0 :=
{P(; )0; n (x)}∞n=0 is an OPS with respect to (f; g)(; )0 :=
∫ b(;)0;1
a(;)0;1
f(x)g(x)w(; )0 (x) dx on the space P
(; )
0 of
real polynomials; where w(; )0 (x) is a continuous; nonnegative weight function de9ned on an interval
I (; )0 :=(a
(; )
0;1 ; b
(; )
0;1 ); −∞6a(; )0;1 ¡b(; )0;1 6∞. Then P(; )d is an ORFS with respect to (f; g)(; )d ; given
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by the continuous; nonnegative weight function w(; )d (x) de9ned on the union of disjoint intervals
I (; )d ; on the space P
(; )
d of real rational functions with basis B
(; )
d given in (3:5); where
P(; )d;2k (x):=
k
dP
(; )
d−1; k(v
(d; d)(x)); k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (3.6a)
P(; )d;2k+1(x):=(−d=d)k(1=x)P(; )d−1; k(v(d; d)(x)); k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (3.6b)
P(; )d :={P(; )d;n (x)}∞n=0; (3.6c)
a(; )d; i :=v
(d; d)
−1 (a
(; )
d−1; i); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1; (3.7a)
a(; )d;2d−1+i:=v
(d; d)
1 (a
(; )
d−1; i); i = 1; 2; 3; 2
d−1; (3.7b)
b(; )d; i :=v
(d; d)
−1 (b
(; )
d−1; i); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1; (3.7c)
b(; )d;2d−1+i:=v
(d; d)
1 (b
(; )
d−1; i); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1; (3.7d)
I (; )d :=
2d⋃
j=1
(a(; )d; j ; b
(; )
d; j ); (3.7e)
w(; )d (x):=w
(; )
d−1 (v
(d; d)(x)); (3.7f)
(f; g)(; )d :=
∫
I (;)d
f(x)g(x)w(; )d (x) dx; (3.7g)
for v(d; d)(x) and v(d; d)±1 (y) given by (2:1) and (2:2); respectively.
Proof. The result is an easy application of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, the details of which are
omitted.
Theorem 3.4 (d-fold doubling of zeros). Let (; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1 be a sequence of pairs of positive
real numbers; and let d be any positive integer. Suppose that {P(; )0; n (x)}∞n=0 is an OPS; as in
Theorem 3:3; and that P(; )0; n (x); for n¿1; has zeros {x(; )0; n; k}nk=1 satisfying
−∞= : s(; )0;0 6a(; )0;1 ¡x(; )0; n;1¡x(; )0; n;2¡ · · ·¡x(; )0; n; n ¡b(; )0;1 6s(; )0;1 :=∞:
For m=0; 1; 2; : : : ; 2d− 1; P(; )d;2dn+m(x) given in (3:6) has 2dn real; distinct; simple zeros; denoted by
{x(; )d;n; k}2
dn
k=1; which satisfy
x(; )d;n; i = v
(d; d)
−1 (x
(; )
d−1; n; i); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1n; (3.8a)
x(; )d;n;2d−1n+i = v
(d; d)
1 (x
(; )
d−1; n; i); i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1n (3.8b)
for v(d; d)±1 (y) given by (2:2); and satisfy
s(; )d; j−16a
(; )
d; j ¡ x
(; )
d;n; n( j−1)+1¡x
(; )
d;n; n( j−1)+2¡ · · ·¡x(; )d;n; nj ¡bd;j6s(; )d; j (3.9)
for j = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2d; where s(; )d; j is given by (3:4) and a
(; )
d; j ; b
(; )
d; j by (3:7).
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Proof. A proof by induction on d, using the deJnitions, is straightforward, and we omit the details
here.
The supposition in the previous theorem concerning the zeros of P0; n(x) is well known to hold
for each member of any such OPS, as implied in the presentation of Eq. (3.2).
Theorem 3.5. Let (; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1 be a sequence of pairs of positive real numbers; and let d
be any positive integer. For any positive integer n; P(; )d;2dn(x); de9ned in 3:4; is given by
P(; )d;2dn(x) =
2dn∏
k=1
(x − x(; )d;n; k)
2d−1∏
j=1
(
1
x − s(; )d; j
)n
; (3.10)
where s(; )d; j is given by (3:4) and x
(; )
d;n; k by (3:8).
Proof. Again, a proof by induction on d, using the deJnitions, is straightforward. We omit the
details.
Theorem 3.6 (d-fold Gauss quadrature). Proceed under the assumptions and notation of Theorem
3:3 and Theorem 3:4. For k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2dn; set
w(; )d;n; k :=
∫
I (;)d
l(; )d;n; k(x)w
(; )
d (x) dx; (3.11)
where
l(; )d;n; k(x):=
P(; )d;2dn(x)
(x − x(; )d;n; k)P
′(; )
d;2dn (x
(; )
d;n; k)
: (3.12)
Then; for every rational function q(x) in the real linear span of B2n (; )d;k \ {x2n};∫
I (;)d
q(x)w(; )d (x) dx =
2dn∑
k=1
q(x(; )d;n; k)w
(; )
d;n; k : (3.13)
Remark 3.7. A detailed proof is provided below, although we employ standard numerical techniques.
Proof. By consideration of Eqs. (3.10) and DeJnition (3.12), note that ld;n; k(x) is in the span of
Bnd \ {xn} and ld;n; k(xd;n; k) = 1, while ld;n; k(xd;n; j) = 0 if j = k. DeJne
Ld;n(x):=
2dn∑
k=1
ld;n; k(x)q(xd;n; k)
and
Q(x):=Ld;n(x)− q(x):
Observe that Ld;n(x) is in the span of Bnd \ {xn}, while Q(x) is in the span of B2nd \ {x2n} with
Q(xd;n; k) = 0, for k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2dn. Thus,
Q(x) = Pd;2dn(x)R(x)
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where R(x) is in the span of Bnd \ {xn}. But Pd;2dn(x) is orthogonal to all functions in Bnd \ {xn}
since it can easily be shown (see the proof of Theorem 3.1) that the span of Bnd \ {xn} is the same
as the span of {Pd;k(x)}2dn−1k=1 . So, (Q(x); 1)d = (Pd;2dn(x); R(x))d = 0, and it follows by properties of
innerproducts and the preceding facts that
(q(x); 1)d = (Ld;n(x)− Q(x); 1)d = (Ld;n(x); 1)d =
2dn∑
k=1
q(xd;n; k)(ld;n; k(x); 1)d;
which shows (3.13).
We call (3.13) the (2dn)-point d-fold Gauss quadrature formula of parameters (; ):=
{(d; d)}∞d=1. In this context, we call xd;n; k and wd;n; k , for k=1; 2; : : : ; 2dn, the abscissas and weights,
respectively. Other familiar properties and formulas for the weights can be derived without much
diNculty, For example, to show that the weights are positive, take q(x)= l2d;n; k(x). Then, by positive
deJniteness of the innerproduct and using (3.13) and (3.11),
0¡ (ld;n; k(x); ld;n; k(x)) = (l2d;n; k(x); 1)d =
2dn∑
j=1
l2d;n; k(xd;n; j)(ld;n; k(x); 1)d
and since ld;n; k(xd;n; k) = 1, while ld;n; k(xd;n; j) = 0 if j = k,
2dn∑
j=1
l2d;n; j(xd;n; j)(ld;n; k(x); 1)d = (ld;n; k(x); 1)d:
Thus, wd;n; k=(ld;n; k(x); 1)d ¿ 0 for k=1; 2; : : : ; 2dn. We also see that if we take q(x)=1 in the theorem,
then (1; 1)d =
∑2dn
j=1 wd;n; k results, and uniqueness of the weights follows by taking q(x) = ld;n; k(x)
for k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2dn. Perhaps, most important, however, for our purposes here is the next result, the
proof of which closely follows that of Theorem 2:2 in [9].
Theorem 3.8 (d-fold Gauss quadrature weights). Let d and n be positive integers; and let x(; )d;n; k and
w(; )d;n; k ; for k = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
dn; be the abscissas and weights; respectively; in the (2dn)-point d-fold
Gauss quadrature formula of parameters (; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1; formula (3:13). Then
w(; )d−1; n; i = v
′(d; d)(xd;n; i)(; )w
(; )
d;n; i ; i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1n; (3.14a)
w(; )d−1; n; i = v
′(d; d)(x(; )d;n;2d−1n+i)w
(; )
d;n;2d−1n+i ; i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1n; (3.14b)
where w(; )d−1; n; i ; for i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1n; are the weights in the (2d−1n)-point (d − 1)-fold Gauss
quadrature formula of parameters (; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1.
Proof. Recalling DeJnitions (2:1); (3:12) and (3:6) and using the fact that
xd;n; ixd;n;2d−1+i =−d;
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we obtain
ld;n; i(x) =
1
dv′(d; d)(xd;n; i)
(
1− xd;n;2d−1n+i
x
)
ld−1; n; i(v(d; d)(x)); (3.15a)
ld;n;2d−1n+i(x) =
1
dv′(d; d)(xd;n;2d−1n+i)
(
1− xd;n; i
x
)
ld−1; n; i(v(d; d)(x)) (3.15b)
for i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2d−1n.
Using the substitution x = −d=t, and observing that v(d; d)(−d=x) = v(d; d)(x) and v′(d; d)(x) =
(1=d)(1 + d=x2), we obtain∫
Id
ld−1; n; i(v(d; d)(x))wd(x) dx = d
∫
Id−1
ld−1; n; i(v)wd−1(v) dv; (3.16)∫
Id
1
x
ld−1; n; i(v(d; d)(x))wd(x) dx =−
∫
Id
1
t
ld−1; n; i(t)wd−1(t) dt: (3.17)
From (3.17), we see that
∫
Id
(1=x)ld−1; n; i(v(d; d)(x))wd(x) dx=0. Then (3:14) follows from this result
along with Eqs. (3:15) and (3:16) and the integral expressions for the weights, DeJnition 3:11.
Theorem 3.9 (d-fold Gauss quadrature error). Proceed under the assumptions and notation of
Theorems 3:3; 3:4 and 3:6. Suppose
Q(x):=q(x)
2d−1∏
j=1
(x − sd; j)2n (3.18)
has a continuous (2d+1n)th derivative on I (; )d . Then there exists -j in (a
(; )
d;1 ; b
(; )
d;2d ); for j=1; 2; : : : ; 2
d;
such that∫
I (;)d
q(x)w(; )d (x) dx =
2dn∑
k=1
q(x(; )d;n; k)w
(; )
d;n; k + E
(; )
d;n [q(x)]; (3.19)
where
E(; )d;n [q(x)] =
2d∑
j=1
Q(2
d+1n)(-j)
(2d+1n)!
∫ b(;)d; j
a(;)d; j
[P(; )d;2dn(x)]
2wd(x) dx: (3.20)
Proof. Let h(x) be the Hermite interpolating polynomial for Q(x) at the interpolation points xd;n; k ,
k=1; 2; : : : ; 2dn; that is, h(x) is the unique polynomial of least degree agreeing with Q(x) and Q′(x)
at the points xd;n; k , k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2dn. h(x) has polynomial degree at most 2d+1n− 1, and, for each x
in the interval [ad;1; bd;2d], there exists .(x) in (ad;1; bd;2d) such that
Q(x) = h(x) +
Q(2
d+1n)(.(x))
(2d+1n)!
2dn∏
k=1
(x − xd;n; k)2: (3.21)
Hence,
q(x) =
h(x)∏2d−1
j=1 (x − sd; j)2n
+
Q(2
d+1n)(.(x))
(2d+1n)!
P2d;2dn(x); (3.22)
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considering Eq. (3.17) and Theorem 3.5. H (x):=h(x)
∏2d−1
j=1 (x− sd; j)−2n is in the span of B2nd \{x2n},
and q(xd;n; k) = H (xd;n; k), for k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2dn. Using these facts along with Eq. (3.22) and Theorem
3.6, we obtain
∫
Id
q(x)wd(x) dx =
2dn∑
k=1
q(xd;n; k)wd;n; k + Ed;n[q(x)]; (3.23)
where we set
Ed;n[q(x)]:=
∫
Id
Q(2
d+1n)(.(x))
(2d+1n)!
P2d;2dn(x)wd(x) dx: (3.24)
Continuity of the other functions in Eq. (3.18) implies .(x) is continuous on Id. Applying the Mean
Value Theorem on each subinterval of Id, Eq. (3.20) results, considering Eq. (3.23) and DeJnition
(3.24).
These results concerning d-fold doubling and Gaussian quadrature constitute the successful com-
pletion of the main goal of our work here and give a template from which special case studies can
begin. As we shall see in the next section, an OPS with support I0 = (−∞;∞), like the Hermite
polynomials, oKers an opportunity for useful reJnements of the general d-fold Gauss quadrature
presented above. In addition, in any case, taking (; ) to be a constant sequence of parameters leads
to simpler descriptions and formulas, as illustrated by the next theorem. Theorem 3.10 also gives
further justiJcation in calling Pd the d-fold doubling of P0 and in the use of similar terminology in
the more general context of the Recursive Transformation Theorem.
Theorem 3.10. Let (; ):={(d; d)}∞d=1 be a sequence of pairs of positive real numbers; and let
{P(; )d }∞d=0 be the sequence of real innerproduct spaces of rational functions such that P(; )d has
basis B(; )d given in (3:5). For any d¿2; P
(; )
0 ⊂P(; )1 ⊂P(; )d . However; P(; )0 ⊂P(; )1 ⊂P(; )2 ⊂ · · ·
if and only if (; ) is a constant sequence.
Remark 3.11. Henceforth, at times we will Jnd it convenient to identify a constant sequence (; )
with the ordered pair of the same name, and vice versa.
Remark 3.12. As mentioned above, technically, we are concerned with Pd as real-valued functions
deJned on a union of disjoint intervals Id. Id is at most the real numbers without the 2d−1 points of
Sd\{∞}. However, the proof and the conclusions of the present theorem, in particular, are presented
from the point of view of largest domain of deJnition for the rational functions involved.
Proof. DeJnition (3:5) yields directly B0⊂B1⊂Bd, for any d¿2. It is easily shown from DeJnition
(3:4) that S0⊂ S1⊂ S2⊂ : : : ; as sets, if and only if d= and d= for all d. Hence, B0⊂B1⊂B2⊂ : : : ;
as sets, if and only if d=  and d= for all d. Thus, the conclusions follow, considering Theorem
3.1.
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4. d -fold Hermite–Gauss quadrature
Let {Hn(x)}∞n=0 be the sequence of monic Hermite polynomials, orthogonal with respect to
(f(x); g(x))H :=
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)g(x)e−x
2
dx: (4.1)
Using the known formula
(Hn(x); Hn(x))H =
n!
2n
√
; (4.2)
we write quadrature (3:3) in the compact form∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)e−x
2
dx =
∑
k=1;2;:::; n
f(h(; )0; n; k)H
(; )
0; n; k +
f(2n)(%)
(2n)!
n!
2n
√
; (4.3)
for f(x) having a continuous (2n)th derivative, and some % ∈ (−∞;∞). We have thus denoted the
zeros of Hn(x) by h
(; )
0; n; k and the corresponding quadrature weights by H
(; )
0; n; k , for k = 1; 2; : : : ; n.
Now, let  and  be constant positive numbers, and set
v[0](; )(x):=x (4.4a)
and
v[d](; )(x):=v[d−1](; )(v(; )(x)) (4.4b)
for d=1; 2; 3; : : : : v[d](; )(x) is the d-fold composition of the doubling transformation v(; )(x) given
in DeJnition (2.1). Since
lim
x→s(;)d; j
(x − s(; )d; j )me−[v
[d](; )(x)]2 = 0; (4.5)
for j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2d − 1, m= 0;±1;±2; : : : and s(; )d; j given by (3:4); we can then write (3.7g), in this
case, as
(f(x); g(x))H (; )d :=
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)g(x)e−[v
[d](; )(x)]2 dx; (4.6)
as an inner-product for the space P(; )d of real rational functions with basis Bd deJned in (3:5).
Denote by {H (; )d;n (x)}∞n=0 the ORFS for P(; )d with respect to (4.6), yielded by Theorem 3.3 applied
to the Hermite OPS {Hn(x)}∞n=0. By (3:8), the zeros, which we denote by h(; )d;n; k for k =1; 2; : : : ; 2dn,
of H (; )d;2dn(x), n¿1, satisfy
h(; )d;n; i =

2

h(; )d−1; n; i −
√
(h(; )d−1; n; i)2 +
4
2

 ; i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2d−1n; (4.7a)
h(; )d;n;2d−1n+i =

2

h(; )d−1; n; i +
√
(h(; )d−1; n; i)2 +
4
2

 ; i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2d−1n: (4.7b)
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The corresponding weights, which we denote by H (; )d;n; k for k = 1; 2; : : : ; 2
dn, considering Theorem
3.8, we can write as
H (; )d;n; i =
(h(; )d;n; i)
2
(h(; )d;n; i)2 + 
H (; )d−1; n; i ; i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1n; (4.8a)
H (; )d;n;2d−1n+i =
(h(; )d;n;2d−1n+i)
2
(h(; )d;n;2d−1n+i)
2 + 
H (; )d−1; n; i ; i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
d−1n: (4.8b)
The following theorem introduces the (2dn)-point d-fold Hermite–Gauss quadrature formula of
parameters ; ¿ 0.
Theorem 4.1 (d-fold Hermite–Gauss quadrature). Let ; ¿ 0; and let d and n be positive integers.
With h(; )d;n; k and H
(; )
d;n; k given in (4:7) and (4:8); respectively;∫ ∞
−∞
q(x)e−[v
[d](; )(x)]2 dx =
2dn∑
k=1
q(h(; )d;n; k)H
(; )
d;n; k + E
(; )
d;n [q(x)] (4.9)
with
E(; )d;n [q(x)]:=
Q(2
d+1n)(-)
(2d+1n)!
n!
2n
√
d(2n+1) (4.10)
for some - in (−∞;∞); provided Q(x):=q(x)∏2d−1j=1 (x−s(; )d; j )2n has a continuous (2d+1n)th derivative;
s(; )d; j de9ned in (3:4).
Proof. The error formula (4.10) follows by standard methods similar to those used in the proof
of Theorem 3.9, using the Hermite interpolating polynomial for Q(x), considering Eqs. (2.4a) and
(4.2). The details are omitted.
5. Examples, comparisons and observations
For convenience and further simpliJcations, we consider formulas written in the form∫ ∞
−∞
f(x) dx =
n∑
i=1
f(xi)
w(xi)
wi + en[f(x)]:
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x) dx =
2dn∑
k=1
f(h(; )d;n; k)e
(h(; )0; n; Kn; k
)2H (; )d;n; k + E
(; )
d;n [f(x)e
[v[d](; )(x)]2 ]; (5.1a)
where
Kn;k = [(k − 1)(mod n)] + 1 (5.1b)
is obtained from (4.9), noting that v[d](; )(h(; )d;n; k)=h
(; )
0; n;Kn; k , for k=1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2
dn. A further simpliJca-
tion results when n=1. In this case, h(; )0; n;Kn; k =0, and we obtain the (2
d)-point d-fold Hermite–Gauss
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quadrature formula of parameters ; ¿ 0,∫ ∞
−∞
f(x) dx =
2d∑
k=1
f(h(; )d;1; k)H
(; )
d;1; k + E
(; )
d;1 [f(x)e
[v[d](; )(x)]2 ]: (5.2)
Table 2 gives numerical values for the abscissas and weights in (2dn)-point d-fold Hermite–Gauss
quadrature of parameters  =  = 1, for various values of d and n. The case d = 0 is the classical
Hermite–Gauss quadrature, and the values displayed in the table in this case were taken from those
tabulated in [19]. The remainder of the data in the table was obtained by recursive calculation using
Eqs. (4:7) and (4:8). This is also how the approximations of the abscissas and weights displayed
in Table 3 were derived. The tabulated values there are for the (2d)-point d-fold Hermite–Gauss
quadrature of parameters = = 1, with d ranging from 0 to 5.
In (2d)-point d-fold Hermite–Gauss quadrature, the initial data, when d = 0, is (h(; )0;1;1; H
(; )
0;1;1) =
(0;
√
), and a rational approximation of
√
, precise to practically any number of decimal digits, is
readily available with today’s technology. However, inspection of (4:7) reveals that serious loss of
signiJcant digits will occur in the data when |h(; )d;n; k |4=2 and that maxk |h(; )d;n; k | → ∞ as d→∞.
Such computational issues are beyond the scope of the present article, but could inspire, for example,
future investigations into the selection of , , d, and n based on properties of the integrand f(x)
and on numerical and other requirements of the approximate integration.
5.1. Examples of approximate integration
As a simple example of the application of these quadrature rules, we use the values for abscissas
and weights in Tables 2 and 3 to approximate the integral
∫∞
−∞(x
6 + x−6)e−(x−1=x)
2
dx. By Theorem
3.6, the quadrature is theoretically exact for d=1, n¿4 and ==1. Table 4 shows the quadrature
results for =  = 1 and the values of d and n represented in the previous two tables. With d= 1
and n= 4, we obtain the exact value of 22:82034333, rounded oK to the nearest decimal digit. The
classical Hermite–Gauss quadrature is given when d = 0 and is consistently outperformed by the
quadratures shown with d¿ 0 and Jxed n. Also included in Table 4 are several other straightforward
applications of these quadrature rules. Other numerical examples for the d=1 case can be found in
[9,11].
5.2. Example of the computation of special functions
Consider the system of diKerential equations
xX ′′m (x)− (m− 1=2)X ′m(x)− Xm(x) = 0; m= 0;±1;±2; : : : ; (5.3)
which might arise in the study by separation and superposition of the wave equation
xUxx + Uxt = U;
for example, U (x; t) =
∑∞
m=1 Xm(x)e
−(m−1=2)t .
A solution to (5.3) is
Xm(x):=e−2
√
x
∫ ∞
−∞
22me−[v
[1](
√
x; 1)(2)]2 d2; x¿ 0; (5.4)
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Table 2
Abscissas and weights for (2dn)-point d-fold Hermite–Gauss quadrature of parameters = =1,
for n= 1; 2; 3; 4 and d= 0; 1; 2a
d n ±h(1;1)d;n; k H (1;1)d;n; k e
(h(1;1)
0; n; Kn; k
)2
H (1;1)d;n; k
0 1 0.00000 00000 00000 1.77245 38509 055 1.77245 38509 06
2 0.70710 67811 86548 0.88622 69254 528 1.46114 11826 61
3 0.00000 00000 00000 1.18163 59006 040 1.18163 59006 04
1.22474 48713 91589 0.29540 89751 509 1.32393 11752 14
4 0.52464 76232 75290 0.80491 40900 055 1.05996 44828 95
1.65068 01238 85785 0.08131 28354 473 1.24022 58176 96
1 1 1.00000 00000 00000 0.88622 69254 528 0.88622 69254 54
2 0.70710 67811 86548 0.29540 89751 509 0.48704 70608 87
1.41421 35623 73095 0.59081 79503 019 0.97409 41217 74
3 0.56023 15042 60063 0.07056 83346 616 0.31626 53341 65
1.00000 00000 00000 0.59081 79003 020 0.59081 79503 02
1.78497 63756 51652 0.22484 06404 893 1.00766 58410 49
4 0.47126 55904 61838 0.01477 70223 499 0.22538 68596 05
0.77151 06925 99906 0.30033 81220 680 0.39550 52423 66
1.29615 83158 75196 0.50457 59679 375 0.66445 92405 29
2.12194 57143 47623 0.06653 58130 974 1.01483 89580 91
2 1 0.61803 39887 49895 0.24494 70978 461 0.24494 70978 46
c 1.61803 39887 49895 0.64127 98276 067 0.64127 98276 07
2 0.51763 80902 05042 0.12485 45238 265 0.20585 03091 74
0.70710 67811 86548 0.09846 96583 836 0.16234 90202 96
1.41421 35623 73095 0.19693 93167 673 0.32469 80405 91
1.93185 16525 78137 0.46596 34264 754 0.76824 38125 98
3 0.44786 07090 69541 0.03756 38346 517 0.16834 94271 99
0.61803 39887 49895 0.16329 80652 308 0.16329 80652 31
0.75837 58629 49923 0.02576 68530 582 0.11547 90237 28
1.31860 73672 09986 0.04480 14816 034 0.20078 63104 37
1.61803 39887 49895 0.42751 98850 712 0.42751 98850 71
2.23283 70847 21193 0.18727 68058 376 0.83931 64138 50
4 0.39699 26443 58910 0.00905 85917 014 0.13816 63699 00
0.54356 11380 21340 0.11507 99818 873 0.15154 49847 47
0.68606 88870 51298 0.09612 24026 919 0.12658 03818 43
0.79175 36044 20320 0.00569 39437 353 0.08684 70025 21
1.26301 91948 82158 0.00908 30786 146 0.13853 98570 84
1.45757 95796 51204 0.20421 57193 761 0.26892 48605 23
1.83971 94538 96536 0.38949 59860 502 0.51291 42557 82
2.51893 83587 06533 0.05747 72213 960 0.87667 25881 92
a
∫∞
−∞ f(x) dx ≈
∑2dn
k=1 f(h
(1;1)
d;n; k)e
(h(1;1)
0; n; Kn; k
)2
H (1;1)d;n; k ; Kn;k = [(k − 1)(mod n)] + 1; abscissas =±h(1;1)d;n; k weights = H (1;1)d;n; k :
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Table 3
Abscissas and weights for (2d)-point d-fold Hermite-Gauss quadrature of paramaters =  = 1,
for d= 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5a
d ±h(1;1)d;1; k H (1;1)d;1; k
0 0.00000 00000 00000 00000 1.77245 38509 05516 02730
1 1.00000 00000 00000 00000 0.88622 69254 52758 01365
2 0.61803 39887 49894 84821 0.24494 70978 46078 45616
1.61803 39887 49894 84821 0.64127 98276 06679 55749
3 0.47725 99964 74019 64454 0.11897 01792 22602 85574
0.73764 03052 28187 37837 0.08631 42368 03417 04244
1.35567 42939 78082 22658 0.15863 28610 42661 41372
2.09529 39852 23914 49275 0.52230 96483 84076 70175
4 0.40065 00146 10276 29723 0.07224 46318 71996 35118
0.53024 52996 33805 45509 0.03481 31574 83776 28293
0.69702 61331 95583 16506 0.02822 32435 95163 56513
0.78944 79540 88880 35243 0.04567 78420 21798 03513
1.26670 79505 62899 99698 0.07329 23372 00804 82060
1.43466 64384 23770 54343 0.05809 09932 08253 47731
1.88591 95936 11887 68166 0.12381 97035 58885 13078
2.49594 39998 34190 78998 0.45006 50165 12080 35057
5 0.35122 59592 41518 19774 0.04942 30611 78952 77068
0.43151 21666 73961 73833 0.01943 64490 43437 80103
0.51334 42151 24540 12705 0.01211 55529 80125 54321
0.55034 24630 01953 63021 0.01703 81037 18870 57915
0.68036 06791 82119 37721 0.01445 34699 85611 49622
0.71047 76593 24488 01770 0.00946 74974 75283 97771
0.76942 55701 54470 10603 0.01294 58120 11823 44512
0.81954 26843 84231 74884 0.02902 70787 17755 81465
1.22019 26989 94508 04607 0.04321 75531 54240 53653
1.29967 08697 88275 56112 0.02186 73454 71952 83781
1.40750 37925 20071 18277 0.01875 57461 19879 58742
1.46980 86332 70999 72966 0.03122 43720 36186 53892
1.81705 04135 64853 62719 0.05625 42334 81934 24146
1.94801 06535 48310 67048 0.04597 54402 28127 93410
2.31743 17602 85849 42000 0.10438 32545 15447 32975
2.84716 99590 75708 98772 0.40064 19553 33127 57988
a
∫∞
−∞ f(x) dx ≈
∑2d
k=1 f(h
(1;1)
d;1; k)H
(1;1)
d;1; k ; abscissas =±h(1;1)d;1; k weights = H (1;1)d;1; k .
and d-fold Hermite–Gauss quadrature, Theorem 4.1, yields
Xm(x) = e−2
√
x
2n∑
k=1
(h(
√
x;1)
1; n; k )
2mH (
√
x;1)
1; n; k (5.5)
for any positive integer n with n¿m¿0.
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Table 4
Approximations of various integrals by (2dn)-point d-fold Hermite–Gauss quadrature of para-
maters  =  = 1, for the values of d and n represented in Tables 2 and 3. The exact values,
rounded oK to the nearest decimal digit, appear in italics
n= 1 n= 2 n= 3 n= 4
d= 0 0.000000000 14.40118754 8.228722695 31.96768882
d= 1 3.544907702 14.40118754 21.49100294 22.82034333
d= 2 11.73688798 18.51064345 20.66444257 21.13614034
d= 3 10.04739179
d= 4 7.117908909
∫∞
−∞(x
6 + x−6)e−(x−1=x)
2
dx
d= 5 5.391997797
n= 1 n= 2 n= 3 n= 4
d= 0 0.000000000 1403.783450 159.2820325 75.90329055
d= 1 0.000000000 584.9097708 40.67666200 562.0226754
d= 2 90.39514640 205.6046467 233.9639083 233.9639083
d= 3 128.4537184
d= 4 86.38744021
∫∞
−∞(x − 1)−6e−(x−1=x−1=(x−1=x))
2
dx
d= 5 60.91336363
n= 1 n= 2 n= 3 n= 4
d= 0 0.000000000 0.363332043 0.880407305 0.000026272
d= 1 0.000000000 0.664665048 0.952229612 0.621470502
d= 2 0.000000000 1.755344057 1.120071089 0.755495883
d= 3 0.000000000
d= 4 0.000000000
∫∞
−∞(x − s
(1;1)
5;31 )
−2e−(v
[5](1;1)(x))2 dx
d= 5 6.980308485
s(1;1)5;31 ≈ 2:495944, see Eq. (3:4). v[5](1;1)(x) deJned in (4:4)
n= 1 n= 2 n= 3 n= 4
d= 0 1.772453851 2.568254924 2.925849633 3.034206835
d= 1 1.356277586 1.945383541 2.190837443 2.243304537
d= 2 1.015097239 1.437632729 1.595520677 1.607289542
d= 3 0.738758480
d= 4 0.518198227
∫∞
−∞ J0(x) dx = 2:000000000
d= 5 0.345347698
J0(z), Bessel functions of the Jrst kind, order 0
In order to see that (5.4) satisJes (5.3), note that
Xm(x) =
∫ ∞
0
um−1=2e−u−x=u du;
by the substitution u= 22 in (5.4). From this last equation, we obtain
X ′m(x) =−Xm−1(x); (5.6)
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and, by the integration by parts formula,
Xm(x) = (m− 1=2)Xm−1(x) + xXm−2(x): (5.7)
The diKerential equation (5.3) results by combining these last two equations.
From Eq. (5.5), we obtain
X0(x) =
√
e−2
√
x (5.8)
and
X1(x) = (1=2 +
√
x)
√
e−2
√
x: (5.9)
These expressions for X0(x) and X1(x) and formula (5.7) can then be used recursively to Jnd
expressions for Xm(x), for all other integers m.
Many other aspects of the functions Xm(x) deJned in (5.4) could be included here, but the above
work should suNce in providing an example of the use of d-fold Hermite–Gauss quadrature in the
computation of special functions.
5.3. Final observations
The possibility that starting with a few classical quadrature nodes and doubling and redoubling
relatively cheaply to obtain many nodes provided the main motivation for this work. However, as
Table 4 hopefully indicates, examples of integrals to which d-fold Gauss quadrature converges as
the doubling number d tends to inJnity, while the original number n of nodes is held Jxed, may not
exist. And, as mentioned above, even in the event of the existence of such integrals, other numerical
issues come into play which may render the quadrature practically useless as d tends to inJnity.
On the other hand, this article contributes to the special theory of orthogonal rational functions
on the real line by providing a recursive construction that gives concrete examples of ORFSs, along
with associated quadrature rules. Such examples of ORFSs are nearly absent in the literature except
in the polynomial and Laurent polynomial cases, and the quadrature rules have been shown here to
be of some practical use.
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